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- The main objective is to jump around the levels to collect the stars that float on the level. You can easily collect them by jumping on them. - However, avoid the rotating saws that will try to cut you and shooting turrets that will try to shoot you. - You have to make a lot of jumps in-
between the levels to complete it. - You can jump on moving platforms, platforms that disappear, platforms that only you can jump on for a specific amount of time and much more. - Collect as many stars as you can and avoid all the obstacles. - You will need to jump over rotating
saws, jump over sections of the level that disappear and on moving platforms. - You can also jump to jump between platforms. - Use different items to reach the top of the level. - Jump forward and backward on the level to avoid enemies that want to cut you. - Use the item shop to
collect items. - You will use one special item called the jump rope. Press start to use it. - You will get the rope that will help you to jump. - You need to press the rope button to activate it. - The rope will not disappear and you can use it as many times as you want. - You need to grab
the rope by pressing it and holding it to jump. - You can also release the rope and jump without grabbing it. - The rope gives you a boost that will help you with jumps in-between platforms and will help to reach the top of the platforms. - You will need to jump over the saw that will
cut you if it starts moving. Bouncing Ball Shooter 2 A new game in this series. This time you are going to use your rockets to collect a lot of stars and avoid the enemies that are trying to shoot you. Use them wisely! Escape the Rage Escape the Rage is a 2D action-puzzle game
where you are trapped in a dark room and you only have a map of the room to help you escape the room. You have a limited amount of time to solve a level by finding keys and items and the deeper you get in the room, the longer you have to escape. All items and keys only open
a door to a new room. You can only make 1 move. It is hard to avoid obstacles and collect items. The objective of each level is to escape the room. Flick

Features Key:
Three modes: Story mode (standard)

Tower of Destruction mode: fight your way up and destroy all towers

Hectic mode: climb to the top of the screen and kill as many enemies as possible in a limited time while collecting all the Balls and money.

For Android/PC players

This game was developed by Dreampool Studios (EKIP Thailand/futureye) as entry to "The Game Giants" Tournament. Another competition we had with the same goal was held with "S.S.D.G.A.M.ING" (USSG Thailand). In USSG competition, development team has worked together in
the same environment.

For more technical details, press />
For more details about The Game Giants Tournament, press
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